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On the Approximation of Mtintz Series 
by Mtintz Polynomials 
&OR<; STILL* 
The approximation of functlonh by Munty polynomials pn(.\ ) = x; ,1 u,.~‘,. ,I E N, 
15 studled. Converse theorems are of special interest. Under certain restrictions on 
the number\ i.. t W. Y t N. 0 <A,, < i, c t I.. It 15 shown that a “good” rate of 
convergence of the error 11 / p,J ,,) , ,. as II --t T implies the existence of a series 
1’(:,=~; ,)C,Z’, ztf+,. absolutely conbcrgent in a certain circular regon 
Gc (I ,,?,- around the branch point Lcro uhose restriction to the real interval [O. I ] 
coincides with the given function / t (‘[O, I 1. (C~ I,,p denotes the Riemann surface of 
the logarithm.) 1 IYhi A‘Jdml,‘ I’re,,. lm 
I. II\;TRoDUCTI~N 
Let C[O. I] denote the space of real-valued continuous functions on 
[0, l] endowed with the uniform norm 
~~,f’~Ilo.,, :=maxi I.j’(.u)I: -YE [O, l] ). f’E C’[O, I]. 
Let (;“,.) be a given sequence of real numbers, VE RY. 
O<i.,,<i, < ‘... lim i., = X. 
1 .I 
Given such a sequence (A,.) and a number TIE N, let n,,(A,) denote the 
space of Miintz polynomials 
Considering the problem of the approximation of functions .f’~ C[O, 1 ] by 
Miintz polynomials, the classical Miintz theorem states (cf. 1121) that 
n,,(iUV) is dense in C[O, I] iff C,‘- ,( l/i, ) = sx and A0 = 0. 
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The question of how fast for functionsfE C[O, 1 ] the minimal deviation 
P,,(f, (jb,.)7 CO, 1 I) := min llf- P,,ll ro.lj: P,, E FL,(&) (2) 
can decrease to zero if n tends to infinity has been studied by many authors 
(cf., e.g., 12, 4, 5, 8, 131). In the special case of approximation bly usual 
polynomials the well-known theorem of Jackson (cf. 161) ensures Ithat the 
order of approximation will increase with the smoothness of the function 
being approximated. But the following example shows that such a relation 
no longer holds in the general case. 
For the approximation of ,f‘(,u) = x by even polynomials. i.e., j., = 21’. 
11 E N, with a simple transformation we find 
P,,(X, (2vL LO, 1l)=p,,(& (L’), [O, 111, t?E N. 
But the minimal deviation p,,(&, (v), [0, 11) in approximating g(.v) = 4’: 
on [O. 1] by usual polynomials is of order l/n (cf. G. Meinardus [ 111). 
Thus we have 
P,*(.Y, (21’), [O, 1 1) = 0 ! !) 
as II + x 
n 
A better rate of convergence for the approximation by Muntz 
polynomials from n,,(E”,,) can be expected if we consider the approximation 
of functions given by means of a series 
Such series will be called Muntz series. Here in general, z is an element of 
the Riemann surface of the logarithm denoted by clog. The approximation 
of such Muntz series by polynomials from n,,(;,.) on [0, 1] can be regar- 
ded as the generalization of the approximation of holomorphic functions 
by usual polynomials on a real interval. The latter was treated by Bernstein 
[3]. In the following we will prove at least qualitatively for the 
approximation by Miintz polynomials statements analogous to the well- 
known theorems of Bernstein (cf. Meinardus [ 11, p. 9lf] ). 
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2. UPPER BOUNIX FOR THE MINIMAL DNA-TION 
In this section we obtain upper bounds for the minimal deviation 
~j,,(,/; (2, ), [0, I]) (cf. (2)) in approximating Miintz series 
f’(1)= i t,,:“. C,ER!, (3) 
by Miintz polynomials from ll,,(;V) on the interval [0, I ]. Again (;-, ) is a 
sequence of positive real numbers i,. \’ E N. 
We get very general estimates for I,,,( 1. (I.,.). [0, I ]) by assuming that the 
MiintL series (3) is convergent for 3 I= R > 1. In this case it follows from 
results on Dirichlet series (cf. [ 15. p. 3551) that the function ,j’ is 
holomorphic in the domain K,? := IIF i’s,,)u: 1~1 < RI. 
Proof: We define 
B,, := i to,. R’, := i h,, tlEN, 
3 0 , 0 
i.e.. h, := c,.R”, I’ E N. By assumption it follows that jB,,l < B for all n t N 
and with the aid of partial Abel summation (cf. [IS]) we get 
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for all X, 0 <x < R. Thus 
and with A :=2B the assertion is proved. 
An inequality similar to (5) is obtained 
i ,+, -jm,.>d>O, VEN, for the sequence (i.,). 
more simply by assuming 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that lr>ith a .sequence (4) satisf~~~ing /1,+ , - juV 3 
d > 0, v E N, the Miintz series 
i.s convrrgent ,for n r = R > 1. Then with the purtial .sum.s ,,(s) = C;= (, c,,.Y’~, 
und a constant A the inequalit? 
p,,(,f; (k), [O, II)< II f-s,,/I~,,,,,<AR -jtt-’ (6) 
liold.~ ,fhr all n E N. 
Pro@ Since the Miintz seriesf is convergent for I” = R > 1 there exists a 
constant M such that Ic, R”‘l 6 M or )c,,( ,< MR -I\ for all VE N. I[t now 
follows that 
Setting A := M(Rd/(R”- 1)) leads to (6). 
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3. BOUNDS FOR M<JNTZ POI.YNOMIALS 
In order to prove the converse of Theorem 1 or Theorem 2 we need 
estimates for the absolute value Ip,,(:)l, ZE CL,,,,. of a Miintz polynomial 
p,J-) = c:’ ,) u,,:” if only a bound llp,,II i ,,., , < i on the interval [O. 1 J is 
given. Such estimates are obtained by considering the following question 
asked for the first time by Schwartz in [16]. 
PROBLEM. How large can the values Iur’I. li =0( 1) n. IIE F&, of a 
polynomial 
be at most if /I p,J lo,, 1 < I’? 
An equivalent formulation is: How large are the values 
(7) 
With estimates for the values N(k, n: jUV) we easily find upper bounds for 
the values In),,/, z E C,C,R, of Miintz polynomials p,,, 
LEMMA I Suppose that rhc polynomiul p,, E n,,( 2, ), n E N. 
Proof: Since /(p,,/I ,,,,, , < P we have by (7) 
or 
Iukl d P’N(k, II: i,), k = 0( 1) n. 
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Hence for any z E Clog 
/p,,(z)1 6 i lUhI /zILk< P f N(k, n; I”,.) /zIA”. 
h =n h =0 
In the following we seek to obtain estimates for the values N(li, n; j.V). 
Let ~l,~)(j~,,), k 6 n, denote the minimal deviation in approximating the 
function YA by polynomials from the space n,,(i,.)\span(x’“), 
There is an interesting connection between the number N(k, n; A,) and the 
minimum deviation ~j,~j(E.,,) stated in: 
LEMMA 2. Lrt (I.,.) hr u ,fi'.wd .sequmce (4). For ull n E N the numbers 
N(li, t7: i, ), p,i’ ‘( 2, ) ((;I: (7 ), (9 )) .ratisf~i 
1 
N(k. 17: i, ) = ___ 
p)(;‘(i,) 
k = 0( 1) n. 
Proof: For fixed n E N let 
be polynomials which best approximate the functions xii, i.e., pAA) = 
IY’” - pk 11, , ,, , From definition (7) we have 
1 
pI,“‘(R,.) 
< N(k. M: i.,.), k=O(l)n 
On the other hand for any polynomial q,,(x) = into hirz)xiL E n,,(E.,.) it 
follows that 
or 
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must hold. This together with (11) yields (10). 
For the special case of the sequence (A,,) with I.,, = v, r E N, the numbers 
N(k, n; A,.) have been given by Bernstein (cf. 13, p. 28f]): 
Schwartz has treated the general case with help of functional-analytical 
methods. He determined in many cases the asymptotic behaviour of the 
quantity N(k, n; A,,) for fixed k E N, n + x. 
With the help of Eq. (10) we now obtain estimates for the numbers 
N(k, n; A,,) much more simply: 
LEMMA 3. Let (iv) he a sequenw 0f‘number.s 0 < i. < i, < . 
following inequalities hold ,for all k, n E bl: k 6 n: 
resp. 
/ ” i,+i,+ I 
< N(k, n; A,,) 6 J2i, + 1 n 
,,=” l+&l 
1, + I 1’ + k 
Proofi For ,f E C[O, 1] let II,f’llz be the L:-norm. 
With arbitrary coeffkients u,, E R we estimate 
Choosing numbers a, such that 
Then the 
(12) 
(13) 
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the left side of ( 12) follows immediately by using the identity (cf. [ l., p. 2 1 ] ) 
(14) 
,’ f h vfk 
valid for E,,.> -$. In order to get the upper bound for pAk’(i.,,) (cf. [S]), 
with an arbitrary fixed SI > 0 we put /IV = CCL,,, v = 0( 1) n. 
Let us first assume & > 0. Then with any numbers h,,~ R the Cauchy- 
Schwarz inequality yields 
for .X-E [O. I], where we set 
h,(b,. + 4) 
(‘I= pl,++ ’ L’ = 0( 1) n, 1’ # k. 
Minimizing the right side of (15) by an appropriate choice of numbers c,, 
i.e.. h,,. r=O(l)n, v#k, we see from (14) that 
(16) 
Since jY=aik,, we have with any numbers a,. 
li;b~~~ll,, ,.I, = ll,i~,a41~ ,,,, 
and therefore pj/)(fl,.) = pj,“‘(&). Setting z = t/2& we find 
If i,, = 0 we begin the summation in (15) only with v = 1 and the above 
estimates remain valid for kg N, 0~ k<n. If A,=0 and k=O, using 
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xi1 = 0, v = 1 (I ) n, for x = 0 we get pp’(E.,) = 1, n E N, and (12) is proved. 
Relation (10) together with (12) leads to (13). 
Remark 1. Equality (10) stays true if we consider the problem in the 
norms 
1 d p < ~1. Here we are interested in the numbers 
N,(k, n; j.,,) := max - 
I”+,,“;:’ ’ II PI! II ,I 
with polynomials p,(x) = C;;’ =0 u~‘.Y’” from n,,(,I,.) (cf. (1)). Estimates 
analogous to those in the proof of Lemma 3 provide inequalities similar to 
(12) and (13). 
For later purposes we need: 
LEMMA 4. Suppose thut the numbers A,,, VE bJ, of’ the sequence (i,,) 
satisfj 
O<d<i,.+, -i,.<D< r;, VE iv. (18) 
with constants d, D. Then for all k, n E fU. k 6 n, we have 
N(k,n;I.,)dD(Zn+f)’ 
where 1 is the smallest natural number 13 (1 + 2&)/D. 
Proof: Let 1 be the smallest number 1~ N with 12 (1 + &2)/D; then by 
(18) we find i,,,<vD+&, VEN, IEL,.-i~,/3dlv-kl, k,vEN, and con- 
sequently 
3.,,+l,+ 1 <D(v+k)+l +2& v+k+(l +2&)/D D 
Il.,, ~ Ax dlv-kl = Iv-k1 d 
Dv+k+I 
<--- 
d Iv-kl 
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With (13) it now follows that 
vfh 
<D D “n;=,v+k+l 
’ i! d k! (n-k)! 
This using 
(n+k+I).‘.(k+I)= (n+k+I)...(n+k)(n+k- l)...(n-ki- 1) 
k! (n-k)! (k!)‘(k+l).‘.(k+i-1) 
yields 
N(k,n;i,,)<D(2n+I) 
Observing 
.h ‘,I 
- - 
($ 6 (::$ 
for k 6 n we obtain with help of the Stirling 
the bound 
inequality, n! > (n/e)” JG, 
k 6 n, 
and the assertion is completely established. 
The following lemma provides an estimate for N(k, n; I.,) (cf. (7)) under 
the special assumption 
lim G=O (20) v- r A, 
on the sequence (i,.). The approximation by Miintz polynomials with 
powers xi, where the numbers i,, YE N, satisfy (20) is considered in the 
next section. 
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LEMMA 5. Suppose thut thr sequencr (i,.) satisfies 
lim F = 0 
i *I ~, 
(21) 
i,., , - i,.>d>O, \‘E Pd. 
Then for any E > 0 there exists u constant A = A(c) such thut ,fbr ~11 k. n E N; 
kdn, 
” iv+&+ 1 
N(k, n; A,) d dm n < A I,“.“, 
)( _ () 12 v - 1-k I 
(221 
b#h 
Proof: We proceed by use of a method which was applied by Levinson 
(cf. [lo]) to determine the growth of certain entire functions. For fixed 
k E N, k 6 n, we split the product 
‘I i,+i,+l 
,!,, ‘Ii,. - j., I 
) #!. 
into two parts, n, n, 
I 2 
Let M, denote the number of powers AV # i.,. vc W, with i.,, d $jbk. Then 
M, has the property: 
For any fixed 6 > 0 there exists a k, E N such that 
Ml, < in 6 for all k 3 k,,. (25) 
Since supposing to the contrary that there exists a sequence of natural 
numbers k,,, p E N, with lim,, _ I k,, = #X and 
for all k,, 
we obtain by A,,,., I d iMi,, z kl, < JA P that for all sufftciently large k,, 
[CA, ] 2[ci, ] 2(d,,,- I) 2 
Lad> 
2 I 
= Alcii ' ' // , 3/1, 11 3i,,, -C.--B-( 3 3i.,;, 3 
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in contradiction to lim,, sc (v/%,) = 0. ([xl denotes the largest natural 
number k, k 6 x.) Now, for jWk 3 1 by jLV d $A, and II.,, - ikl 3 d Iv - kl (cf. 
(21)) we get 
(26) 
The Stirling inequality n! > (n/e)“, n E k4, and the estimate 11 IV - k( 3 
( [$(Mk - 1)]!)2 give I 
n ’ 
Z[,l~?)(Mk ’ II 
, mG [(1,2)(;1(;, ~ ~)]C~“W ‘11 2 
e”“2 ,&Ii 
yM,-2)w 2’ 
Observing 
MkM” 
(Mk-2)Mi ’ 
=M; (-.-.$)‘“‘- ‘=M; (1 +&)‘w’ ’ 
and 
we deduce for k sufficiently large 
Together (26) and (27) lead to 
Using inequality x log( l/x) d & for x > 0 we have by (25) that 
(27) 
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In view of (28), for given C/ 2 = V:z + ci log( (4/d) P’) there exists a k, such 
that for k 3 k, , k GM, 
is valid. If k <k, then the numbers M, are bounded by a constant A4 = M,, 
and since 
for i, 2 1 we find for sufficiently large n E N in this case inequality (29) as 
well. Thus we have shown that 
for all 0 <k <n, 11 E N. with a constant B= B(c). 
A similar bound for the other product nz (cf. (24)) is obtained much 
more simply. By i., > $JLk or $,, > ,iLa follows i, - ii, > +jU, and j., + i, + I < 
22, for i.,. >, 3. Hence 
Since by (21 ) it follows that lim,, _ , ((n log 6)/i.,,) = 0, for any c/2 > 0 we 
can find an n, E N such that 
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holds for n 3 n, This together with (30) yields inequality 
39 
for all li, II E N’, k d II, with a constant A = A(c). In view of (13) the lemma 
is completely established. 
4. CONVERSE THEOREMS 
The estimates for the growth of Miintz polynomials given in the 
preceding section lead to the following converse theorem. 
,f?(r)= c (.,Z’ 
/ 0 
~~~/ios~~ wstriction to tlir rccrl interrul [O, I ] r,oiricidt~.v wit17 t/w giwn 
fioiction f: 
Proof: By assumption there exist polynomials y,, E n,,( i., ) with 
!I I’- y,J lo., , 6 A K “” ‘, neN 
Setting p. := yo, p,, := r/,l - ‘I,, I > II > I, the representation 
f’(u) = y,,(.v 1 + i: (4,A.r) ~ Y,> ,(.uH= 1 P,,(“) 
l, I ,, 0 
is uniformly convergent on [0, I]. Moreover we have 
lP,,(.Y)l < Iq,,(.Y- f’(-VII + l.f’(.Y)-y,, I( 
<A(ti ‘““$k. “‘I 
<2Ati ‘,I, IIE N, .YE [O, 11. 
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Hence for the polynomials p,,(x) = 2; () u:“).Y’~ E n,,(nV) we get by Lemmas 
1 and 4 
< 2AD(n + I )(2n + ,)’ 
((D/d) C’)‘,’ l’ 
/(l,: i 
1 for 1~1 < I 
l:I’+ for /:/ 3 1 
for all I E Clor. Observing the relation 
for p > I: > 0 it follows with any fixed p, c > 0, 1 < ~1~ i: < p < ti/( (D/d) P’)’ ” 
in view of 
for ]I( d/j ~ c that the series 
is uniformly convergent in the region K,, / = (z E Clog: 1~1 d p - c). The 
expansion (31) of ,j’ as an absolutely convergent double sum allows a 
change of summation (cf. [7]) which leads to a Miintz representation 
absolutely convergent in K,, ). The assertion of the theorem now follows 
by considering the limit p - c + ti/( (D/d) c’)““. 
Remark 2. The previous theorem does not provide the exact converse 
of Theorem 2. One reason is that the bounds in Theorem 2 obtained with 
help of the partial sums are not optimal in general. But taking account of 
the knowledge of the given sequence (I.,.) we can sharpen the estimates in 
Section 3 leading to the converse Theorem 3 (cf. (19)) and the bound in 
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Theorem 2 for the approximation of Miintz series ,f‘( s) = x,,‘_ o C, x” could 
be improved by evaluating the right side of the inequality 
p,,(,f: (j-,.1, LO. II)< i /C./G o,A.~~~l, (&I. CO, 11). 
i’ iii I 
For a certain class of sequences (I.,.) (cf. (4)) our method yields the exact 
converse of Theorem 3. namely. if 
U/7(/ 
,j,,( I: (i., 1, [O, I 1) < B. R “I ‘, IZE Pd. 
(32) 
Pwof: The proof parallels the proof of Theorem 3. For the Miintz 
polynomials p,, E n,,(i.V). n E N, of the expansion 
f’(.Y) = i p,,(s) 
,i =o 
we again have lIp,J lo,, , < 2BR “I. By Lemmas 1 and 5 it follows that for 
any fixed i: > 0 
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is valid for all I E Clog. Let us choose /I, i: > 0 such that, p > 1, I < pr’, < R. 
From inequality 
we deduce immediately the uniform convergence of the series 
in the domain K,, = (: E CICIg: /r/ 6 p ). Again the change of summation on 
the right side of (33) is allowed. Letting E + 0 and /I + R under the restric- 
tion pr’ < R yields the assertion of the theorem. 
Suppose that with a sequence satisfying (32) we are given a seriesJ(:) = 
x,r~ (, CpZ’~, I’, E [w, convergent for a : = R > I but divergent for any z with 
I-1 > R. Then Theorem 2 assures with the partial sums S,,(X) = Cymmo (,,..Y’> a
rate of convergence 
II,/ -.s,,J~ <AR “z.‘. tz E N 
But by Theorem 4 even with the best approximations p,, E n,,(jwV), no 
bound 
is possible with a constant ti > R. This means that for such Miintz series 
the approximation by partial sums essentially provides an optimal rate of 
convergence. 
Rmurk 3. We note that the condition lim,. j , (rjj., ) = 0 in Theorem 4 
is different from condition C,‘- ,( l/i.,) < x which is characteristic for the 
density of Miintz polynomials in C[O, 11. The sequence (j-J with i, = 
\‘log(v+ I), \‘E NJ, presents an example of a sequence satisfying 
lim, ~, (I,.:& ) = 0 but x:,’ ,(I,:‘i,)= x (cf. [7]). 
Rwzurk 4. The statements of Theorems 2 and 4 can be seen in connec- 
tion with the following generalization of the Fabry gap theorem (cf. [ 141): 
With a sequence (j.,.) satisfying lim,,,(v/E.,)=O, j.,.+,-i,,>d>O. 
v E N, let a series j’(z) = x.,‘= ,, C, Z” be given. Then eitherf’is convergent on 
the whole surface CIrlg or the series possesses a bounded “circle” {r E C,,,,: 
II/ = R 1 of convergence and a holomorphic continuation outside this “cir- 
de” does not exist. 
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5. THE APPROXIMATION OF AN ENTIRE M~~NTZ SERIES 
In this section we consider the approximation of functions fallowing a 
representation 
convergent on the whole surface Clog. We will call such functions an entire 
Miintz series, and give the following definitions: 
(a) An entire Miintz series is said to be of finite order if there exists a 
(r, 0 <(T < X, such that with constants A. h 
(b) The number a(,f‘), 
a(,f‘) := inf(a: 0 satisfies (34)) (35) 
is called the order (of growth) of the function,f: 
We generalize the following two theorems concerning the approximation 
of usual entire functions by usual polynomials. These theorems have been 
proved by Varga [17] (cf. also Bernstein [?, p. 371). 
THE:OREM 5. Let ,f he an entire jkction qf.finite order 0 ,vhich is real Jhr 
rca! values. Then for anI> 8: > 0 there exists a mnstant A = A(e). such that 
p,,(.f, (I!). CO, 11)GA.n “(“+i), nE N. (36) 
THEOREM 6. Let ,f E C[O, 11 he given. Suppose for any I: > 0 there exists 
I( constant A = A(E) such that lvith a 0, 0 <o < x, (36) ho1d.y. Then there 
rsists an entire ,function ,T of order a(,?) < o-, w,hich coincides ,ftir real calues 
.Y E [O, I ] M.ith the given ,function ,f: 
The next lemma describes the connection between the order of an entire 
Miintz series ,f(z) = C,:=,, a,,:” and the asymptotic behaviour of the coef- 
ficients a,,. if 11 + x8. It generalizes a well-known result for usual entire 
functions (cf. Levin 191). 
LEMMA 6. Let (j.v) hr a sequence (4) of positice numbers j.,., .satisf~+zg 
i 
--!->d>O, 
log 1’ 
1’ 3 2, 1’E N. (37) 
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Prmf: Let (T be the number 
(38) 
(39) 
Then for any (: >O there exists a I’, E KY such that for all Y 3 11,. YE IV, we 
have 
Consequently with a constant ;’ = y(c) for all 1’ E N 
(LI,~ < 7. j., ‘I (0 ’ I 
holds. Hence with any z = re”” E ~2,~~~ the estimate 
is valid. Now we determine the order of the series 
with a number 3. 0 < x < E. We set 
R := [(c,r)’ ‘1. 
where c, 0 < 1’~ x. satisfies 
(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
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([xl, x E R, denotes the largest natural number k, k 6 X) Such a number c 
exists. Indeed, from relation alog ’ = v”‘~ U; v, a > 0; it follows that the series 
C,? ,(1/a log “) is convergent for a > e. Thus with c := (2e)“” we find by (37) 
( l/c)” < (1/2e)‘“” I’and the series (43) is shown to be convergent. Moreover 
we note 
R<(c.r)“‘<RR 1 (44) 
by (42). Now we write for the series (41) 
By (44) we have for i.,,> R+ 1 
Thus using (43) it follows that 
Jim, C $ =O. 
i,>R+I “) 
Furthermore we obtain for Y 3 I 
(45 1 
(46) 
(47) 
By (37) 2, Xi, 2 (d log v)li., and for v E N large enough (d log v)‘~I > c”. Hence 
in view of (43) we have shown the convergence 
This together with (44) yields the inequality 
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For any c > 0 relation Y’ ’ log r + log r < r’ ’ ’ ’ holds for large r > 0. Thus 
to any I: > 0 there exists a constant h = h(c). such that 
f’ ‘“r’“logr+logr<hr”+‘. r > 0. 
Applying (46) we conclude from (45) that 
with a constant A = A(c). Setting 1% = (T + i: it follows from (41 ) and (40) 
(f’(r)1 <;‘A+ “. : E CloF. 
where E > 0 is arbitrary. Remembering (39) we have established inequality 
(4X) 
for the order I of the Miintz series f: 
Now suppose for any i: >O there exist numbers il = A(E), h= h(c), 
A. h>O, such that with a IT. O<cr < 8~. relation 
/ f’(z)1 < Ad’ ” (49) 
holds for all z E Clog. From Hadamard’s formula, 
v E kl, valid for the Dirichlet series 
which are absolutely convergent for re .Y > cio (cf. [ 151) it follows with the 
transformation r = e ‘, I E @,,,8, for the Miintz series 
f’(z) = i u, 5 ( 50 1 
/ 0 
absolutely convergent in K, = i z E Qlop: 1~1 < R I, R > 0, : = re”+‘, that 
” dql, 0-c /:I <R. (51 I 
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Moreover an analogous result for Dirichlet series (cf. [ 151) leads to 
inequality 
log 1’ 
0 <log rC -log rcr 6 iii6 1 
I’ - I r, I, (52) 
for the radius Y,. of convergence and the radius r, of absolute convergence 
of the series (50). By (37), &/log v 3 d> 0, v E N, we get 0 6 log rc - 
log r,, < l/d< x and consequently the entire Miintz series (50) is absolutely 
convergent on the whole surface Clog. Using (49) and (51) we find for all 
VEN; r>o, /,I =r; 
(53) 
Now the function (p,.(u) = e”‘” .’ jr”‘, r P= 0, takes its absolute minimum at r = 
(i.,.jh(a + I:)) ’ ‘“+‘I This can be seen from . 
d hr” ’ 
;J;(p,(r)=& /.A’ (h(o+i:)r(i+i. ‘+j’ - i,,.r” ’ ) 
f ’ 
brC ’ 
=;T;-TT(h(O+t:)r”+‘-iv). 
Thus by (53) 
lu,.l d A 
p”‘.l’it i) 
(&/h(a+c:))” (rT+r’ 
or 
and 
1 1 . 
lo!5T;TT~log;i+~ (log & - log(eh(o + C))). 
Hence we can deduce that for any c: > 0 inequality 
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or 
rr+21:3 
A,. log E”,, 
log(lll4 1 
holds if v is chosen sufficiently large. Consequently 
7 
a3 hm 
2,. log i., 
L’-- xi log( l/la,,l) 
and in view of (48) the assertion of the lemma is established. An upper 
bound for the minimal deviation in approximating an entire Miintz series 
of finite order by Miintz polynomials is given in: 
THEOREM 7. Let (i.,.) he a sequence (4) satisfying 
i ,, 
->d>O. 
log 1’ 
\’ 3 2. 
Suppose the entire Miintz series 
is qf order cr(,f‘) = 0, 0 d (T < no. Then ,fbr uny I: > 0 there exists a constant 
A = A(E), .Euch that 
~,(.f; (j-,,), I3 1 I) -5 lI.f-.~,,I1 co.ll . < A j”,; /.n/(fl f 1) 
holds with the partial sum.s s,,(x) = C:f,,, c.,..Y” for all n E N. 
Proof Since 
- A.,, log i,, 
,.‘I”, log( l/jc,J) = o 
by Lemma 6 we have for arbitrary fixed I-: > 0 
i,, log jt,, 
log(l/lc,,~)Grr+i~ Or 
Ic,,I < j.,, j.,:(o + rl 
if v is large enough. Hence there exists a ;j = Y(E) > 0, such that 
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Thus we get with the partial sums s, of the seriesj”
(54)
In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 6 we can show the existence of a
constant c, 0 < c< 03, satisfying
/,i(n+i.)
<XI.
Consequently the numbers
i, ’ i c7 + i: )
are bounded,
By Abel’s method of summation by parts we find using (55)
i,. ,n+,,
= (R-B,. ,I
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Taking account of the fact that for any I: > 0 and fixed c > 0 
i~~‘,l~tll~(t),,~“i~ll 
holds if n E N is large enough it follows by (54) that 
^ 
P,,(.f, (/"VL LO> 1I) G I f ~- ~~ri/l,,~., , 
6 A i,, I,, ,cJ L 2, 
for all n E N with a constant iz = A(C). 
Under stronger hypotheses on the sequence (2,) WC obtain the converse 
in: 
p,,(,f; (i,.), [0, l])<A~i,, ‘,/‘c”l. nrN. 
Then there c.uist.s un rrltirr Miintz .vrric.v f 
We Proof: We use the same notations as in the proof of Theorem 3. 
consider the expansion 
f(x)= i ,t’,1(-Y) 
,I 0 
uniformly convergent for .Y E [O. 1 ] with polynomials p,, E II,,(&). P,J.Y 
C:r = o u~/‘).Y-“‘, satisfying 
-) = 
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By Lemmas I and 4 it follows for all z E @,,,g. fz > 1, with ( := 
[ ( 1 + 2&)/D + I] that 
Thus setting k := ((D/u’) c’)‘~” the bound 
is valid for 1:) ,< r, r 3 I. Furthermore we get for any fixed c > 0 
(2n + /)‘+ ’ x-‘~~ (JJ “‘+y-*’ (57) 
if 17 E N is large enough. Together (56) and (57) ensure the existence of a 
constant E= E(E) such that 
(58) 
for all 111 <r. r>O. Setting 
it follows from Lemma 6 that the sum on the right side of (58) is of order 
- i,, log E.,, 
!i! log( l/iu,,l ) 
= CJ + 2C, 
where c > 0 is arbitrary. Applying a change of summation 
I(r) = i p,,(z) = i ( f uy) z’” 
!I = (1 h ~ II ,I 0 
we have shown ,f to be a Miintz series of order o(,f), 0 <o(,j”) < 6, 
absolutely convergent on the whole surface Clog. 
Renwrk 5. Remembering the fact mentioned in Remark 1 that formulas 
analogous to (8) and (13) hold for the problem in the I,,-norm, 1 d /t < C.C, 
simple modifications in the proofs of the preceding theorems show that 
statements analogous to all theorems in Section 4 and 5 are valid in the 
L,,-norms, 1 < p < X. 
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Furthermore, simple transformation arguments lead to analogous results 
for the problem of the approximation of functions by Miintz polynomials 
in the interval [0, h] for h > 0. 
6. THE APPROXIMATION of: DIRICHLET SERIES 
BY DIRICHLET POLYNOMIALS 
With the aid of the transformation 
resp. CT= -1ogx 
we obtain one to one correspondence between functionsJ’(x) E C[O, 1 ] and 
functions F(o) s C[O, 3~ ] by setting 
/I CJ “)= F(O) resp. F( ~ log .I-) = f’(s). 
l/.f’(-~)/I~~~.~l= ilF(~)llIt, 1. (59) 
CJ . .s=o+iTEc, 
s = -log /II - icp. r = I:1 P E Clog, 
f(c ‘) = F(s), F( -log Z) =.f’(-) (60) 
Moreover 
With 
by 
to any function ,f’(:) which is holomorphic in a domain GE @,og we have 
assigned a function F(s) which is holomorphic in the corresponding 
domain of the @ plane and vice versa. For instance, the functions 
,f’(z) = I’, F(s) = e ‘0 I. E c, 
are corresponding under the transformation (60). Hence, all assertions in 
the preceding sections concerning the approximation of Miintz series 
by Miintz polynomials from n,(j.,) on [0, I] can be modified into 
corresponding statements concerning the approximation of Dirichlet series 
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by Dirichlet polynomials from d,?(;l,.), 
on the interval [0, CC]. Hereby we have only to take into consideration 
that under the transformation s= -log z the domain K, c Clog, R >O, 
K, = {: E Clog: 121 <R}, corresponds to the region H, c C, 
H,= {s=a+iz~@:a> -1ogRJ. 
Similarly assertions analogous to those of Section 3 are valid for Dirichlet 
polynomials 
Defining 
fi(k, n; A,,) = max 
lu~.“‘l 
[‘,;;,df((,,) ll~~,,II ro. I 1 
k<n;k.nE?U, 
it follows by (59) that llp,,l/ r0,, = Ild,,Il [(,,, , with p,,(s) = C:=. CI~“).Y’~ and 
consequently (cf. (7)) 
fi(k, n; i, ) = N(k, n: 2, ). 
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